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The Educational Opportunity Program of
the University of California, San Francisco,
will present DECEMBER FAIR — their second arts and handcrafts sale which benefits
the student financial aid program on the San
Francisco campus.
It will be held in the gymnasium of the Millberry Student Union on December 1 and 2,
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days.
The highlight of DECEMBER FAIR is the
participation of a dozen Bay Area artists and
craftsmen whose works have been seen at the

december
arts fair to
benefit eop
Renaissance Pleasure Faire, the Grant Avenue Arts Fairs, the Berkeley Arts Fairs and
major Bay Area galleries. They are jeweler
Peter Ostwald, potters Sandra and Michael
O'Connor, textile artist Wendy Kashiwa,
weavers Robert and Carole Yelland, potters
Steve and Jill Jensen, Beverly Yu; Don Carlson, glassblower; Linda Scott, batik weaver;
Susan McCollum, candle-maker; and leather
craftsman David Bowerstock.
The Program Committee includes acting
associate dean of students Charles Story,
Chairman; Marie Patino, Marsha Nygaard
and Judy Cunningham, as well as members of
the student-body and faculty.
The committee is asking for donations of
small art goods, ties, jewelry, aprons, photography, other handmade items, homebaked
pastries and breads to help the Fair financially.
Items may be brought to Millberry Union at
any time before the Fair; however, food items
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Last May's EOP Arts Fair
should not be brought until the morning of the
Fair. They will be accepted in the Madrone
Room by Judy Cunningham. Phone Marsha
Nygaard at 2019 for further information..
Volunteers are needed to man the pastry
booths and the art-goods booth as well as the
cashier's desk. Contact Chuck Story and sign
up.
All proceeds are used exclusively for student financial aid (EOP). It assists students
who are from socio-economically disadvan-

read the rest ofthis article.
Well, Joe, have you?
The coffee is.to calm you
"Hell, I don't know. What
down,
You see, Joe, you don't
is a Chicano?"
Good question, Joe. A lot of want to get paranoid, but
people have never heard the there are 10,000,000 Chicaword. Others might have nos in the U.S. Yeah, 10,heard ofit, but never thought
much about it. And hey, Joe,
there are other words you
ought to know about. Like,
sure, you've heard about Los
Siete. Yeah, Los Siete dc la
Raza. So what's a La Raza?
And last week you saw a
bumper sticker that said,
"We Are Aztlan." What, or
where, is Aztlan?
And this Eagle thing that
this Cesar Chavez wants to
why an
put on Union fruit
eagle and not a sombrero?
What's it mean?
Come to think of it, Joe,
why are those brown kids
putting pictures of Zapata
and Pancho Villa over the
cracks in the thin bedroom

—

-000,000. And there are probably 3,000,000 right here in
California.
To make it even worse, a
Chicano running for governor in Arizona this year lost
by only seven thousand
votes. Even worse, many
towns in California, Texas,
Arizona and New Mexico are
easily 20%, 40%, 60% and
80% Chicano. Soon there
will be Chicano mayors, congressmen, yes, even governor.
"All right already, so I'm
surrounded by 'em. What the
hell are Chicanos? Tell me.
I'm confused. I am getting

paranoid!"

Calm down. Drink your
coffee.
It ain't that bad. You
wall?
when
you talk about consee,
Yeah.whyarethesebrown
people marching in the fusion, you've hit right on the
streets all of a sudden? problem.
There are certain people
Where did they come from?
as Mexican-Americlassified
been
all
this
they
Where have
time? What have they been cans. Sure, you've heard of
doing? What the Hell is a Chi- them. The Mex. Built low to
the ground. Pick fruit, dumb
cano???
'Mex.
Lazy, all they're good
tell
what/
you
O.K. Joe,
Take this paper down tojtfe for is working 18 hours a day
Millberry cafeteria, buy a in weather so hot no decent
cup of coffee and sit down and person would be out in it. You

taged backgrounds who are in need of finan-

cial assistance to pursue their studies in the
schools of medicine, pharmacy, dentistry and
nursing. EOP became active at UCSF in June,
1968, as an outgrowth of a Student Committee
for Minority Recruitment. Due to government cutbacks this year, the EOP Annual
budget of $350,000 was reduced to $62,000.
The Arts Fair is a joint effort by students, faculty and staff to raise funds to replenish the
deficit. Proceeds are used only fdr student financial aid.

know, if they had any gumption they'd get a job in an air-

Now, if you're really inter- up until 1940, we were classiested, get some data from the fied as a whole separate race.
But Census Bureau. These guys See, there used to be white

office.
they're lazy, that's what never talk about Mexican- people, black people, and
those Mexes are. Beaners. Americans,
Latin-Amerithen Mexicans. Then, one
Spies.
cans or Spanish-Americans. fine day in 1940, with one
sweep of the bureaucratic
pen and by the grace of God
and the Census Bureau, we
became White Persons of
OverSpanish Surname.
a
night. Isn't that amazing
whole race assimilated just
by David E. Hayes-Bautista
like that.

conditioned

"hey joe, you ever
seen a chicano?"

—

1 But

Then there are people clas- Oh no. They have their own
sified as Latin-Americans. group that they call Spanish
Now, you're not sure Joe, but Surnamed persons. That is,
somehow just the word Lat- they used to have them.
in-American doesn't sound
Their logic is like this: if a

as bad as Mexican-American. dude has a last name like
Guess it's because these guys Gomez or Lopez, he's got a
come from Latin America Spanish surname, and is part
and not from Mexico. Except of this group. What the logic
that in Texas the Mexicans does not include is that if a
are called Latin Americans. Mcx chick marries an Anglo
Confused?
and her »name changes to
Drink more coffee and Smith, she isn't a Spanish
read on.
surnamed person any longer
Now, you've also heard as far as the Census Bureau is
about
Spanish-Americans. concerned. Of course, what
Well, Spaniards, they're the Census Bureau seems to
white people. So, if you know forget is that in the eyes ofthe
a Mcx, and he's an all right rest of the world, she's still a
guy, you can call him Spandumb Mex.
ish-American.
that
See,
But whiping a person off
makes him a good guy auto- the map is not all the Census
matically.
Bureau can do. Look at this:

that ain't all. In the
1970 Census there weren't
even White Persons of Spanish Surname counted. We.
weren't even counted! Talk
about the Great American
Melting Pot. So why were
some Chicanos in Alameda
County, right across the bay,
suing the Census Bureau?
Aren't they satisfied at being
assimilated right out of existence? What's the matter with
them?
Confused? Hang on.
Another group that gets
studied quite often are those
called the Spanish-Speaking.
A lot of State and municipal
reports are made out that
way.
0.X., let's lay it out. We've
got 5 different categories: (1)
Mexican American; (2) Latin
continued/back pagi
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happy turkey day

fan letters

Because of the Thanksgiving holiday SYNAPSE
will not publish next week. The following week it
will publish as usual.

editorial:

a

"people's paper"
Don't you think SYNAPSE is a pretty good
newspaper? It attempts to break away from the
mediocrity which characterizes so many
college-campus or student type newspapers.
SYNAPSE is published weekly and tries to
present straightforward news articles, feature
stories and "interest" pieces such as interviews
and news analyses. It is. also distributed to the
SF General and VA Hospitals.

I worked as a reporter for a large metropolitan
newspaper this past summer, and as Editor, it is
my intention to make SYNAPSE a real
newspaper — in the sense that the New York
Times is. A paper is for information, education,
communication.
Synapse belongs to the students and the people
of this campus. Although governed by the ASUC
Commission on Publications and nominally
funded ($1,500 year last year and same
promised this year) by ASILg, it is my belief that
SYNAPSE is not an organ of a bureaucracy.
SYNAPSE should be by, of, and for the people, a
"people's paper" in the true sense.
Working toward this end, as Chairman oi the
Publications Commission, I have asked my
committee members to search for another
commission member from their respective
schools who is preferably of a
racial social ethnic minority. We can teach
each other about our different cultural
backgrounds via this paper. So folks, contribute
articles!

—

A word on funding
I asked the ASUC for no
funds for my Commission (it takes nothing to
call meetings, believe me). Also,-with all of us
affected by Nixon's budget cuts as evidenced by
reduced scholarships and funding for such
programs as EOP, I felt that asking for money
from the student govt, for the Commission would
be immoral.

However, your paper is on financial rocks until
the Regents OK money for us. Therefore, I asked
the ASUC for any funds which they could provide
for the paper (get the difference between the
paper and the Commission budget?).
Despite my intentions and efforts, the ASUC
labeled me at a recent meeting as showing "lack
of concern, leadership and competence" in
running the paper and the Commission. What?
How vague.
Anyway, remember that this is your paper, so
submit articles and give us compliments or

criticisms (be sweet and sensible about it).
Carl K. Yorita

Editor of the SYNAPSE:
I should like to make the following comments
as one not directly connected with the Medical
School. However, the subject is of concern to all
schools on this Campus. The statements by
"Concerned Medical Students" regarding
Proposed Grading System Changes brought to
mind the following points:
Statement: "Grades have become constant
irritating reminders of our subordinate status in
the educational dialogue."
Comment: Why should a subordinate status be
irritating? In general, students have less
experience, knowledge and wisdom than the
professors in the subject being taught. They are,
in fact, in a subordinate status. Is the "God
Complex" already so well developed in the
students that they consider such a situation
irritating?
*
It would seem that students are confusing
being in a subordinate position in these areas
with being in a subordinate position as human
beings — which they are not. Unless the students
are in a subordinate status with regard to the
professor in the subject being taught, they are
wasting their time in his class. Also, unless the
professor and the student trust and respect each
other as human beings, there is not likely to be
much learning.

.. .
++ +

Statement: Our grievances were (4) the
ability to memorize emerges as a major
criterion for all 'scholarly achievement'
(translated into good grades')
Our proposed
The underlying concept is —
improvement
although it might take longer for a student to
assimilate a certain body of information, once he
does so, it is not necessarily with inferior
comprehension."
Comment: It is to be noted that in the proposed
improvement, they have stated the same
criterion that they object to in (4), for to
"assimilate a certain body of information" is, in
essence, memory.
While I agree that to assimilate a certain body
of information is important in being a good
physician, it is not the only criterion, and one
equally, if not more important, is the ability to
solve problems accurately and fast, which
certainly is involved in diagnosis and treatment.
These are not inversely related; in fact, some
studies have indicated a positive correlation
between accuracy and speed. There is
considerable difference between medical as well
as other students in regard to the difficulty of the
problems they can solve and in regard to how
accurately and rapidly they solve them. Inherent
ability is a big factor in problem solving. Grades
properly given are an indication pf problem
solving ability as is also the opinion of experts in
the field.

.

++ +

Statement: "Traditional grading symbology
merely rewards the right answer and punishes
the incorrect one without providing any type of
educational feedback to the student himself."
Comment: The grade is not necessarily merely
a reward or punishment, but tells the student
how ne did. That, in itself, is feedback. In
addition, however, the student learns the correct
answers, and where he was in error, in the
meeting after the examination. The examination
and its aftermath combined are both an
evaluation and a learning experience.

++ +
Statement: "Why eliminate the subjective
impressions of scores of professionals merely
because they are admittedly subiective."

Comment: A thing students have been
complaining about for years is that they were
evaluated subjectively and not objectively. Now
they want subjective evaluation!

+++

Statement: (5) Grades, while universally
admitted to be non-objective ..."
Comment: Some grades are objective and they
are not "universally admitted to be nonobjective."
Statement: A grievance "(1) the devisive
competitiveness introduced by ranking and
curving' grades."
Comment: Most situations in this world
involve some competition and the student should
learn how to handle it so that it does not become
divisive. He will not learn to handle it if he is put
in an artificial environment in medical school
where it does not exist, or if he believes the myth
that it does not exist.
The assumptions back of the article in
SYNAPSE appear to be:
(1) That all medical students haye the same
ability and accomplishments.-(2) That since they do, they cannot and should
not be "ranked."
(3) That gradingand ranking is debasing.
The facts are:
(1) There is a great difference between the
ability and accomplishments of medical
students. Some are going to become much better
physicians than others.
(2) Since this is the case, grading and ranking
properly done could be very useful to the
students themselves and to future employers,
including patients, graduate schools, hospitals,
institutes and foundations.
(3) Everyone is in a "subordinate status" to
someone in some area, so why should medical
students be so concerned about being in a
"subordinate status" to professors in the subject
in which the professors are leaders.

The present grading system is not all that bad.
Examinations tell the student where he is and
provide a learning experience with proper
follow-up. The grades given include the views of
an expert in the field with regard to how the
student is doing and it can include subjective (if
that is what the students want) as well as
objective factors, and be a measure of problem
solving capacity as well as ability to assimilate
information.
What is needed is not an elimination of grades
and ranking, but more endeavor to base the
grades on all the factors that contribute to being
a good physician, including the ability to get
along with other human beings.
Warren D. Kumler

Associate Dean
School of Pharmacy

Letters to the editor should be typed and
doublespaced. Letters shall be published at
the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. All letters must be signed; however, the name may
be withheld at the discretion of the editor if so
desired by the writer. Slanderous letters will
not be published but will be read eagerly by
the editorial staff. The Ediior-in-Chief reserves the right to limit the length of the Letters
to the Editor but without changing their context.
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student legislative program
David Wren, ASUC President
The Student Body Presidents' Council of the
University of California, at its meeting held at
UC San Diego on Friday, November 13, 1970,
announced the securing of an office space in
Sacramento for the Executive Director of the
Student Legislative Program.
The office, located by Bart Fiscal, .\eITC
Davis President and his staff, overlooks the
Capital and is ready for occupancy as soon as the
Executive Director is hired. To achieve this
purpose, the SBPC formed a search and
selection committee that will piok a candidate to
assume the responsibilities of the Student
Legislative Program on or by the next State
Congressional Session in January, 1971.

The purpose of the Student Legislative
Program is to provide input into the State
Legislature with regard to student matters. The
Executive Director of this program, as a full
time persoflrwill serve as the chief facilitator of
this student input and will also provide feedback
to students on the UC campuses. He will be
responsible to the ASUC Presidents and will both
advise and be advised by this group regarding
student legislation and how to proceed in order
to make student concerns known to State
Legislators.
Persons interested in this position may contact
the ASUC office, Room 249 Millberry Union, 666-2010, 2880.
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asuc president's column
"educational fee funds
students vs. buildings"

by david wren, president
By David Wren, President, the ASUCSF

AT A TIME WHEN financial assistance for
students is at a critical level, the President of
the University of California has. been fit to
recommend to the Regent's Committee on
Finance that all proceeds from the Educational
Fee be used only for capital improvements and
related administrative expenses. These
proceeds total some $14.6 million in cash; $1.9
million to be forthcoming in the future from
deferred payments plus the interest that this
money has, and will continue to, accumulate.
These figures are expected to double for the next
school year pending deferred payments and
enrollment.
President Hitch indicated that these funds
would provide much needed stability for an
effective, economical capital improvement
program. Other advantages would be those of
increasing the University's financing options for
capital outlay and, additionally, make possible
other long-term financial arrangements for
academic facilities.

I maintain, that whereas all of the above may
be true, what is to happen to those students
currently enrolled on our campuses with regard
to obtaining adequate financial support
necessary to stay in school so as to utilize all
those physical facilities to be constructed. To the
extent that some attempt to provide needy
students with adequate financial aid as ways of
meeting their incurred financial obligations is
not made to me, means that we as students are
again placed low in the President's range of
University priorities. This also means that
physical facilities and expanded buildings, is sad
as the case may be, are considered top priority
in relation to student welfare and enrollment
status on our campuses. When will we as
students be considered as integral parts of this
University? When will we stop being treated as

second or third class citizens'.' When win we Dc
provided the opportunity of giving input to
determine our destiny and well-being on our
campuses? What has to take place before
University officials and administrators start
realizing that needy students have been and
continue to be faced with a severe financial
crisis that may cause a number of us here at
UCSF to drop out of school? What a disaster that
would be, if pending the continued money
shortage, nothing significant and positive is done
at the University and State level to correct this
situation.
CAN THE UNIVERSITY and private financial
sources accept this responsibility completely?
The answer, obviously is no. However, the
precedence should at least be set by them.
Financing student education is primarily a
public responsibility and University officials
must take more responsibility to see that action
is taken at the State and Federal level to insure
that no needy and worthy students has to
discontinue or not begin his education because of
a lack of money.
If students mean anything to the University of
California, the Regents, State and Public, then
this challenge would be gratefully taken on.
Furthermore, if President Hitch is at all
sensitive to student financial needs, more
consideration will be given towards
recommending that all the proceeds from
students' Educational Fee be used only for
capital improvements and related
administrative expenses and none for student
financial aid. Realizing that he has made
opportunity funds, registration fee funds and
deferred payments available for student aid,
these funds will not suffice and could have
benefited from a partial supplement by the
Educational Fee Funds.
On our campus, where the total student
financial aid need for this year exceeds $2
million, the above sources of funds totaling a
little over $1/2 million fall far below this total
need. In spine of this fact, possible student

financial aid from the Educational Fee funds are
being denied to us by President Hitch in favor of
buildings. What students are going to occupy
those buildings? What students are going to
benefit from those projected capital outlays?
With the present trend, I can guarantee you that
they won't be those E.O.P. and other needy
students. I can guarantee you that they won't be
those married students with children, requiring
money to insure them a comfortable living.

I can further guarantee you that they won't be
those Black, Chicano, American-Indian and
other minority students who are enrolled on our
campuses as a result of hours and hours of
recruitment programs and efforts. This is
especially true here at UCSF where we have
managed because of our minority recruitment
and enrollment to become the nation leading
institution in this respect. But unless we can get
adequate financial aid our program and minority
students are doomed.
We have to provide an answer to these students
and the Nation's question of why they have been
brought here only to be faced with financial
hardships thereby leading to their discontinuing
their education or jeopardizing it by being forced
to seek part-time employment. Yes, this is the
inevitable destiny facing us, if drastic changes
do not take place in our providing adequate
money for those students that I have named
above.
MY PLEA AND CHALLENGE to President
Hitch and everyone in a position to bring about
change in arranging the University financial
priorities, is that student financial aid be given a
much higher place on this overall list of
priorities.
I further challenge every member ofour UCSF
campus community to do everything within his
power to see that no student currently enrolled
or to be enrolled here does not have to jeopardize
or discontinue his education because of a lack of
sufficient finances.

asuc commission on internal affairs
members reported on campus"

"CIA

by bill gerber, chairman
The Commission on Internal Affairs (CIA) of
the student Government (ASUC) on campus
care delivery
deals directly with issues of health hospitals
and
that is, the
on this campus
Student
Health
the
campus,
clinics on this
Service, and other related areas.

—

Anyone can jom the Commission. This is due to
the fact that there are three kinds of members:
and
elected (students), appointed (students),
persons,
community
(Employees,
advisory
administrators, faculty and house staff). Each
member has an equal voice in the operation of
the Commission. Advisory members join by
coming to the meetings.
The CIA is goal-oriented. This is, its members
dentify areas in which they are interested, and

join forces to define goals and then work
together to get them accomplished. Most
members work on just one of the goals of the
Commission, so there are several distinct task
forces within the Commission, working
independently but getting together once a month
to share information and redefine goals.
The goals of the CIA so far this year are three:
1) To contact the Free Clinics in the city to see

if they have needs that this Medical Center can
help them with and then to see what this campus
can do to respond to their needs,
2) To begin to study the city ofSan Francisco to
see where the areas are which most need better
health care and then to see if this campus can
begin to provide them with it, and

3) To study the Student Health Service to see if
it cannot be improved and expanded to include
all members of this campus, especially
employees.
There are other important issues related to the
health care delivery system on this campus that
we are not yet involved with. This is because no
one who is involved in these areas has come to
our meetings to join us and get others on the
Commission interested in these areas.
If you feel the Commission should be involved
in something else, or if you want to get involved
in one of the three above projects, come to our
meeting on Wednesday, December 2,1970 at 6:30
PM in the Womens' Lounge of Millberry Union.
We need your help.

Move
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arts in the bay area
entertainment
Tonight and tomorrow night at the Matrix is Ramblin' Jack
Elliott. Tuesday through Saturday Jerry Hahn Brotherhood will
appear.

***

The sth Dimension will appear in concert lor one night only at
the San Francisco Civic Auditorium on Friday, December 4, at
8:30 p.m. Appearing as guest stars on the same bill will be the
Carpenters.
Tickets are now on sale at the Downtown Center Box Office.
Prices are $6.50, $5.50, $4.50 and $3.50.

***

The Bread and Puppti Theatre will perform
"Mississippi," and "The Difficult Life of Uncle Fatso"
and tomorrow night at the Julian Theatre, 953 DeHaro,
p.m. Admission is $1. Next Friday and Saturday they
appearing at Lone Mountain College.
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Folk artists James Taylor and***
Odetta will appear in two shows

uncharlie
spinning our heads

the way around
till the whole world was
uncharlie
except, tho, soon, for
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when we weren't looking. n

— richardganci^-^ . W

at the Berkeley Community Theatre, Allston Way and Grove
Street, Sunday, November 22, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Admission to these Bill Graham productions will be $3.50, $4.50
and $5.50, with advance tickets available in San Francisco at the
Downtown Center Box Office; in Berkeley at Discount Records;
in Oakland at Sherman-Clay; in San Jose at the San Jose Box
Officeand in Palo Alto at thePalo Alto Box Office.
James Taylor, now on top of the popular music world with hit
singles, "Fire and Rain" and "Carolina," was a Beatles'
discovery, originally on the Apple label. He is, according to
music writer, Jon Landau, "the kind of person I always thought
the word folksinger referred to. He writes and sings songs that
are reflections of his own life and performs them in his own
style."
Born in Boston in 1948, Taylor moved with his family to Chapel
Hill when his father was appointed Dean of the University of
North Carolina Medical School. He attended a private boys
school in Massachusetts, was "often sad" and, in the Fall of 1965,
following what he describes as "a state of intense adolescence,"
voluntarily committed himself to McLean Psychiatric Hospital
for a period of nine months. Following release from that
institution, Taylor went to New York, formed a band called The
Flying Ntachine, but disbanded the g-oup and went to London
after a year of hard times and heavy drugs.

poetry

***

English progressive rock band, Ten Years After, will appear in
two shows at the Berkeley Community Theatre, Saturday,
November 21, 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. Also appearing on the bill with
Ten Years After will be Mylon, a British group now embarked on
their first U.S. tour.
Admission to these Bill Graham productions will be $3.50, $4.50
and $5.50, with advance tickets available in San Francisco at the
Downtown Center Box Office; in Berkeley at Discount Records;
in Oakland at Sherman-Clay; in San Jose at the San Jose Box
Office and in Palo Alto Box Office.
Ten Years After was formed in Nottingham, England five
years ago and made several U.S. tours before achieving their
present "superstar" status. Always a strong favorite in the Bay
Area, the group made their first San Francisco appearance at
Fillmore West in 1968. They received a standing ovation after
each song and were invited back for a return engagement only
two weeks later. San Francisco has welcomed Ten Years After
back several times since, most recently in July, when their
Fillmore West engagement was a four-night sellout.

***

Arthur Lee and Love make their first Fillmore West
appearance in two years, tonight through Sunday, November 20
through 22. Also appearing on the bill with Love will be The
James Gang and the English group, Black Sabbath. Lights will be
by Spontinuity.
Admission will be $3.00 Thursday and Sunday; $3.50 Friday and
Saturday. The Fillmore West dance-concerts begin at 8:30 p.m.,
end at 2 a.m.
Arthur Lee, active on the progressive rock scene since its
beginnings in 1965, has established himself as one of Los Angeles'
finest young singer songwriters. In the past five years, the 25
year old artist has recorded seven LPs; five for Elektra Records
and two for his new label, Blue Thumb. Composed almost
entirely of original material, the albums contain an electric
sampling of hard rock, folk rock and ballads.
0
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teevee revue:
by Barry Holtzclaw (CPS)

A lawyer helps an old con-man get off the
hook, helps the old man's daughter by nailing
the slumlord who is the object of her rent
strike, advises the rent strikers, and all the old
man has to do is promise to go straight and listen to a lecture by the judge saying what a fine
young man the lawyer is: "Storefront Lawyers." Tune in next week as the three young
lawyers (financed in their community-based
storefront operation by the benevolent graces
of a Los Angeles law firm) battle for the rights
of a militant Black welfare mother, free of
charge.
Of course, the legal aid of the "Storefront
Lawyers" is not free, any more than television
is free — but the illusion of both as freebies
persists. The viewers are the real clients ofthe
new show's heroes, not the ethnic extras who
get their life's problems solved in sixty minutes every Wednesday and the price is high

—

s

Always a Moral
Teevee melodrama has always ihcl
Moral. These days the Moral is no lon
rrythologically simple one of superhero
mysterious riders of the plains, with goi
it's
and guys and frontier virtues
sophisticated and insidious Immon
reduces any context to a Hollywood
dealing with contemporary society as a
to perpetuate not a culture (as the s(
tion processes in schools and churches
perform) but rather the non-culture
dominant economic, political and clas
ests within that society.
Television can not be characteri
communications medium — rather, it
be characterized as a communications
try: the corporation is the medium. It i
ticularly powerful medium because it n
sells products but, through its enterta
creates a buying environment and sets
ing values that result in the growth ofits
gandistic nature. The propaganda is

—
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classical record reviews

the black caucus presents

"the big
black light

by GenePoon

On Saturday evening, December sth, the Black

Caucus, with the Committee on Arts and
Lectures as co-sponsor, will host a fashion show

featuring "iridescent black lighting." The AfroMessengers will accompany on congo drums and
flute the display of exciting styles by twenty-five
male and female models. A dance downstairs,
with a no-host cocktail bar available, will follow
the show. A live eight-piece "electrified" band
will provide the sounds for dancing until two.
The place: the "WAY CLUB," 1859 Geary (old
Masonic Aud. between Steiner and Fillmore).
Entertainment and dancing from eight until
two on Saturday, December sth at 1859 Geary St.

fashion show
and dance"

Paul E. Richards and Gerald Hiken will perform in
The New Theatre production of "Festival of Fools"
at Bp.m., Nov. 21 in M.U. Gym. Tickets are Students
$1, General $1.50.

HOLST: The Planets, London Philharmonic Orchestra and
Chorus, Gunter Herrman conducting; London Phase 4 SPC-21049.
$5.98.
The London Phase 4 series began as a special list of records
specifically designed and engineered to provide top quality sound
reproduction. In the classical field, this has gone along with
inconsistencies in artistic merit. Recently the musical quality of
Phase 4 took an upturn with the release of two recordings by the
black American conductor Henry Lewis; in this issue of Hoist's
magnum opus, however, it reverts to its former inferior level.
This performance, to be brief, is absolutely boring. The
conductor is hardly able to fire up his orchestra. The contrasting
portraits of Mars and Venus here sound alike, most probably
because neither sounds like much at all: A similar lack of
inspiration runs through the rest of the piece: "Mercury, the
Winged Messenger" is fast enough, but lacks grace; "Jupiter,
the Bringer of Jollity" sounds like a drunken fool; "Saturn, the
Bringer of Old Age" seems to be some geriatric himself. And
what of Neptune, supposing to be mystical, transporting the
listener to. scaie quiet, awe-inspiring vision of the Eternal? He
doesn't seem to be here; only some prosaic counterfeit.
Phase 4's sonics, though, are excellent. They reproduce the
orchestra with great accuracy. Which is too bad, because the
London Philharmonic, usually a pretty respectable bunch, is on
this record, guilty of some of the most sloppy playing and
raucous string tone imaginable.
All told, a disaster. Any of the alternate recordings of The
Planets is by far to be preferred, particularly the one by Sir
Adrian Boult on Angel S-36420.
MAHLER: Symphony No. 9 in D. Utah Symphony Orchestra,
Maurice Abravanel conducting. Vanguard..Cardinal C-10075/6.
$7.96 (two discs).
Not long ago I reviewed a low-price Mahler Ninth, by Jascha
Horenstein. I adjudged it to be a superlative performance with
the disadvantage of poor sound. That album is a low-price one:
and none of its competition is worthy of consideration. This new
issue by Maurice Abravanel and his magnificent Utahans costs
$2 more; but then it is still $4 less than any other satisfactory
recordings of the symphony.
The interpretation by Abravanel is a middle-of-the-road one. It
lacks the piercing emotional involvement of Barbirolli's, the
sheer power of the Solti on London, or the rhythmic integrity of
the version by Otto Klemperer. But this is not to say that it is an
uncommitted reading. Nor is it dull or unmoving. In fact I found
it quite impressive on the basis of its honesty, something which I
also find in the Horenstein. The last movement, though, is not so
deeply touching as Horenstein's; but then, neither is anyone
else's.
The performance, then, is a good one. The sound is far more
than that. This is one of the most impressive, natural-sounding
recordings that I have heard in a long time. It seems as though
every nuance of the original sound has been captured. The bass
(especially in the second movement) is deep and clear; the
string tone, pure and distortion free, without being strident. The
intricate detail of Mahler's orchestral web stand out in full and
accurate sonic texture.
And the Utah Symphony Orchestra responds to the inspiration
of their conductor like the finely-tuned instrument they are. The
Big Four American orchestras are supposed to be the ones of
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland and Philadelphia, with the New York
Philharmonic, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, San Francisco
Symphony, and Pittsburgh Symphony not far behind. On the basis
of their recordings I'must rate the Utah Symphony among this
second group. Indeed, if a live concert of theirs is any indication,
Utah had it all over San Francisco and Los Angeles in 1969
(heresy!).
In all, then, I'd consider this album worth the $2 over the
Horenstein. But I still wouldn't like to be without that fine old
performance; the last movement alone is worth the price.
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"liberal" propaganda denounced by Spiro
(for they are part ofthe same conspiracy he is),
it is the propaganda of the kind Spiro and the
liberals endorse — in shows ranging from the
where
"Storefront Lawyers" to the "FBI"
the show explicitly is geared to instill faith in
the perfectibility of the system.
Only a Veneer of Relevance
"Storefront Lawyers" identifies symptoms
of social problems, but uses only a veneer of
relevance to channel life-energies in the direction ofthe tube. The increase of "relevance" in
television prime-time programming is noteworthy because it indicates the networks'
recognition of the need for strong positive
media in a time of deterioration and revolution, and the need to try and co-opt a growing
political consciousness of the average viewer
by relevant program packaging.
Through a Hollywood Lens
Filter
The show is basically, despite the veneer, content-less, and is a terribly alienating experience, filtering things like rent strikes and pro-

—

—

tests and pollution and welfare through a Hollywood lens. The show's non-plot had nothing
to do with social problems; they merely
provide a convenient and contemporary set of
stereotypes and a framework for the melodrama and a vehicle for the Immoralistic punchline at the end. The main purpose of the show,
from last week's viewing, is to sell cellophane
tape, automobiles, hair tonic, toothpaste, eye
makeup and a belief in the system which produces these wonder goods.
In terms of structure and format, such television melodrama has not changed in twenty years. That fact is a clue to the realization
that its function has likewise not changed too
much — it's merely in different packaging.
The show's melodramatic situations only a
slight variation on Roy Rogers, Dale Evans
and Gabby Hayes, or Clark Kent and Lois Lane
and Jimmy Olsen, or Perry Mason and Delia
Street and Paul Drake — or, more recently,
our pals Line, Julie and Pete ofthe Mod Squad.

What are They Trying to Sell Us?
Disregarding the titillating (as well asunexpressed) sexual tensions of such trian->
gles, notice the consistency with The Law.'
How many prime-time teevee shows star police? Half? How many are about rich, earnest?
young teachers, lawyers and journalistsV
What are they trying to tell us? What are they>
trying to sell us?
OLD MAN (to young lawyer): (after swindling a slumlord) "He stepped on my people
and I hit him where it hurts!"
JUDGE (to Old Man): (at the end of the
show, after the young lawyer has saved him
with wit and wizardry) "You are leaving this
courtroom not because of yourself, but because an extremely competent lawyer, without fear and without profit motive, handled
your case. I remember the days when I was
but times have changed. This counyoung
try's problems are too big and too many now
and we don't have time for the likes of you
anymore..."

..
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Complimennuy Personal Starke
at

fellowship available

our New Sunset Salon

House of Viviane Woodard
Cosmetics

Students interested in
planning a special study or
project and carrying it out
under faculty supervision are
invited to apply for a
President's Undergraduate
Fellowship. The fellowship
program was established in
1967 to enable "unusually
talented" students to
undertake independent study,
which may include research
and or other creative

94 Judah Street, near 6th Avenue
for Appointment 10 un-Vl 6 p-m.

664-5420

Call

3(?tivitlGS

At this time $1,000 is available to support one or more
fellowships for the 1970-71
academic year. While the
stipend may not exceed $1,000,
it may be less as the amount is
based upon established need as
related to the cost of the study
or project.
Projects awarded for 1970-71
may be undertaken during the
current year and or during the
summer of 1971. The final
report will be due next
October.
All Medical Center students
who are in professional

Do yoo listen to Muddy Waters, Patty Waters,
Bjoerling, Brendel, Bee Gees, Sun Ra, or Fats
Waller? Are you looking for out of print
records, and used records from 50 cents to
two

!

dollars? Check

ffIIMAOKFUni

a grand collectors store at 5 10'AFrederick St.
near Sfonyon Kezar parking lot behindthe
sfore. 12-7 Tues. Through Sat. J2-5 Sunday.

—
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regents scholars
honored

Closed Monday

\

Phone:66l-4257

ij^____fi

A reception to honor newlyappointed Regents Scholars
was held November 11 in the
Millberry Union Lounge. Dr.
Ed Rosinski, Executive Vice
Chancellor, presented each
scholar with the traditional
$100 honorarium and
certificate of award which
their
accompany
appointments.
Appointment as a Regents
Scholar is one of the highest
honors bestowed upon a
student by the University, and
the ceremony is held annually
to celebrate the outstanding
achievements of the student
recipients.

H & 5 auto reconstruction

-

Foreign Car Specialists

*

Brake Service
Painting
Wheel Aligning and Balancing

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL SERVICE FOR UC
STUDENTS, FACULTY & EMPLOYEES

-

1355Fulton St. (near Diyisadero)
Phone 567-1500

.

i

for women
Women students who are
Angeles
residents of Lo
County and have already
received a bachelor's degree
may apply for the Honorable
May Lahey Award. This is a
$2,000 award for graduate
study during the 1971-72
academic year.
While the field of study is
open, consideration will be
given to an unusual field for
women.
Application forms, available
from Nancy Kull in Room 66U, must be returned to Los
Angeles by February 1, 1971.
The recipient will be notified
by April 15,1971.

of Dentistry :Celia
Allen Johansen,
Ronald Wihlidal, James Wong.
School of Medicine; David
Allen, Steven Harris, Howard
Nelson, Stuart Quan, William
Schwartz, Brant Wenegrat,
Eileen Ziomek.
School of Nursing:Charleen
Bernauer, Sandra Dixon, Susan
Nelson.
School of Pharmacy: La na
Gee, Chuk Kwan, Michael
Norton, Evelyn Sasaki, Judy
Wada.
School

Cottam,

—*~

By Norman Defalies

_

at 7th Aye.
wuwnni*rm

A Spokesman for the radical
Student Movement Against
Campus Kinesthetics revealed
his group's announced strike
with a nod during a press
conference held last week.
"We will strike because the
of ROTC are
goals
incompatible with the
philosophy of the Health
When
Professions."
challenged with the nonexistence of ROTC on the
UCSF campus, he responded:

callsfor strike

lack of physical
presence does not indicate a
total lack of reality in a
perceptive sense. It will make
our sacrifice more pure if it is
a totally conceptual cause. It is
time we paid our dues on this
issue." He was then asked
about the lack of any members
names on the official UCSF
registration list and explained
that failure to register was a
security precaution designed
to insure total secrecy. He
added that certification of his
group by the AARLAG

(American

"Their

Association of

Radical-Liberal

Allied
Groups) was assured anyway.
"We'd like full campus support
on this", he said.
The time and place of the
strike could not be released,
also for security reasons.

,

When questioned, the
Chancellor's office had no
information on the group or
their strike, dramatically
confirming the complete
success of their counteroffensive precautions.

on tap 35c

on tap 40c

community service projects need help

FERDINAND'S
Home ofthe

BAGEL BURGER!!
M pound freshly ground
chuck char-broiled to
perfection. Served with melted cheese on a genuine New
opp d
Vo

.*■■!!?,!.?•■• !

award

Newly-appointed Regents
Scholars are as follows:

student group

•

curricula and have not
completed their first
professional degrees are
graduate
eligible, but
academic students are not. The
fellowship is for one year and
is not renewable.
To apply for a fellowship, a
student must submit the name
of a faculty sponsor, an outline
of the proposed project
approved by the sponsor, and a
budget. The project outline
should specify when the
project will be carried out, the
approximate length of time
necessary, and the anticipated
completion date.
Applications are due January
11, 1971, in the Financial Aid
Office, Room 66-U. Any
students who plan to apply for
a fellowship should contact
Nancy Kull in that office
before January 11 deadline. A
selection committee composed
of faculty and students will
meet in January to select the
and award
recipient(s),
notification will be made by
the end of the month.

!

.k a ripe cherry tomato
with
and complimented with your
favorite garnishes. All this
and your choice of salad or
fries for only 85c!

111

In order to help members of
the campus community
become involved in community
service projects, the ASUCSF
Commission on Community
Health is compiling a list of all
the service projects in San
Francisco and the kinds of help
they need.

To introduce you to the
gentleatmospher. tasty
food, and sensible prices
at Ferdinand's, we'd like
you to have an Anchor or
Schlitz
**»' on us Just
show some uc 'acuity.
student, or staff I.D.

;

1

"open 10 to 10" to "open till 10 nightly, till midnight Friday and Saturday"
5020 GearyBlvd (off Park Presidio Blvd)

Various individuals, student
groups, departments, schools,
other
campus
and
organizations have been active
in project development,
coordination, and work.

Switchboard, Medical &
Dental, Free Clinics,
Clinics,
Screening
Services,
The following is a list of Employment
various types of projects on Information & Training
campus and in the San Centers, and Drug Information
Committee.
Francisco Community.

If any member of the campus
community would like more
information on a particular
project or would like to work
as a volunteer, he should
contact the Community Health
Commissioners from his
school or Tom Nachbaur,
Commission Chairman at 666-2010 or 566-8212.
Interested persons should
also fill out an interest
questionnaire in 249 Millberry
Union.

,
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asuc commission on instruction, curricula, evaluation
"powders to the people"

by brian gould
"More doctors will mean better health care
for more people."
It sounds good, doesn't it? The Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education says so; The
tentative Ten Year Plan for the Health Sciences of the University of California also concurs; so does the current Who's Who in medical education circles. And when these heavyweights — the "prevailing wisdom" as it
were, all objectively consider the facts and
reach an identical conclusion, who could possibly remain unconvinced? Here for the taking is one short statement that (1) identifies
the problem (2) ascribes fault to its proper
source (3) proposes a solution, and (4) sets a
realistic goal for implementation. It is undeniably appealing, and understandable that such
well-reasoned people could find themselves
seduced by what is essentially a semantic bikiluring with an enticing presentation of
ni
what is already known, while continuing to
obscure the essentials from view.
This popular equation, which finds itself
the rationale for additional new health plans
and curriculae changes each day, is a bogus
revelation on a national scale. In the rush to
effect this "solution," we are neglecting to
continue examination of the "crisis" that is
ostensibly to be relieved by our ministrations.
If this is done with even one-eyed acuity, it
becomes sparkingly clear that our country
does not have a complete medical crisis as
advertised, but is the recipient of maldistributed and inadequately prioritied types of
care. The reports of "crisis" and the recommendations that follow rest on the twin national buggaboos of relatively high infant mortality and relatively low life expectancy to justify
their recommendation for the production of
a recommendation that
more physicians

—

—

unabashedly flaunts neglect of the well known
demographic fact that these two "measures of
national health" reflect to deficit of medical
expertise or proficiency per se, but the persistant unavailability of care for selected groups
within the population — in particular the nonwhites, the poor, and the rurally located.
If the complaints and aggravations directed against medicine from the more affluent
groups are additionally considered, a total
picture emerges that can be described as a reluctance on the part of organized medicine to
promote and provide inexpensive, easily
available, primary care which has persisted
for so long that it verges on blatant antagonism. One rarely if ever hears criticism addressed to the competence of our medical specialists, only incomprehension that we should
attempt to have them attend to the problems of
general health care directly.
And the increasing paucity of alternatives
is, or should be, alarming: Each year sees a net
loss (through death and retirement) of 500
GP's and internists in this country, and to that
extent an increased dependence on the most
highly defined aspects of the health care system to serve its broadest needs. The questions
that should be inescapable but instead has
managed to ellude serious consideration, are:
Will programs of engorged Medical School
enrollment with their resultant distorted increase in student/faculty ratio, and acceleration, with their necessary emphasis on ever
earlier specialization, retard this process or
accentuate it? Are these programs designed
to introduce meaningful change into the nation's health care delivery system, or prevent
it? Is "more doctors" enough of an answer?
It is both strange and inspiring to observe
how some ideas become possessed of an epi-

.

Marinites

upcoming events
C.A.L. exhibit

Thanksgiving dinner

invitation

The Committee -on Arts &
Lectures will present paintings
and prints by Gvido Augusts
and ceramics by Elisabeth
Heil from November 23 to
December 11.

A Thanksgiving Dinner

invitation has been extended

by Mrs. Tina Burgess, 59
Chabot Terrace, to twenty
(20) students-who have no
place to enjoy a good family
Thanksgiving Dinner.

students
Interested
Burgess
contact
Mrs.
should
at 752-9999. An invitation for

Grant proposal
practicum

Christmas Dinner has also
been extended by Mrs. Burgess.

Graduate Students
Association will sponsor a
practicum on how to write a
research grant on Thursday,
December 3rd, at 4:00 p.m. in
Room 303 HSW. A Social Hour
in the Women's Lounge,
Millberry Union, from 5:30 to
7:30 will follow the
The

C.I.A. meeting

The ASUC Commission on
Internal Affairs will hold its
next meeting in the Women's
Residence Lounge of Millberry
Union on December 2, 1970 at
presentation.
6:30 p.m.

demic-like contagiousness once they achieve
some threshhold of exposure and support by
the persons of "proper" authority. This program has found ready enthusiasts in the same
men who have long been publically contending that only a lack of money prevents American Medicine from meeting its full potential.
Now, (curiously coinciding with the drying of
the Federal science well), the identity of the
mysterious inadequate but essential ingredient has become "people." It could be done, but
only for more men." One should reflect on how
nicely both proposed solutions would retain
the same sources of power, control, and influence within the medical system as enjoy them

at present.

You have before you the proposal for a
mammoth investment scheme designed by
the directors of an already bankrupt institution, and only the barest chance of preventing
its implementation exists. It will be a change
that will change nothing; an attempt to confine an expansive array of complexity within a
pinhead's breadth of accommodation. The
ensuing struggle will comprise the present
character of our professional schools, shunt
valuable resources away from essential alternative and ancillary programs, raise hopes
only to eventually frustrate them, and sadly
lose us time measured in parameters of needless human suffering, all to a cause of inevitable inadequacy — futily destined to aggravate
most of the problems it purports to solve. Redistribution is more economically achieved
by reallocating incentives, not indiscriminately expanding the output, and then hoping
some of-our increased product will fall in the
right places.
Someone must see that the Emporers are
wearing no clothes.

commute bus transportation
731-1707

If at least 30 interested
commuters living in Mill Valley, Sausalito, and immedi-

localities
adjacent
ately
(Larkspur, Corte Madera,
Strawberry) are interested
to join a "club bus" arrangement that would arrive at the
U.C.S.F. by 7:50 a.m. and
leave around 5:30 p.m., with
pick ups to be arranged mainly for the convenience of the
riders and their places of residence, then the Golden Gate
Bridge & Highway District
will provide a bus and driver
daily.
Cost for the service will be
$30.00 monthly, paid on a
subscription basis in advand
Refreshments,
ance.
their cost, would be provided
by the wishes of subscribers.
If sufficient Marinites subscribe to this service more
than one club bus will become
available and the schedule
thus become more flexible to
the needs of commuters at
the U.C. San Francisco campus.All interested persons

should contact Mr. Robert
Campus-ComLaPointe,
munity Planner, Extension
2322 for details before December 15. Subscriptions
will be accepted on a firstcome, first-serve basis, and it
is planned that the first bus
club trip from Marin to
U.C.S.F. to be on the road by
January 1, 1971.

nia, the brown people, with
their hearts in their hands
and their hands in the soil, are
striding out with a pride in
their identity and a purpose
to their future. •

And from the barrios, the
teeming slums of East Los
Angeles, from the tin shacks
in the agricultural towns in
the central valley of Califor-

Now it doesn't feel so good,
does it Joe?
Well, that's what they call
themselves. Want -another
cup of coffee?

CHICANO

CHICANO

2219 IRVING STREET

96Judah

661-8436
Neor dfh Aye.
Free haircuts with wash & set
everyday except Friday and Saturday.

NEW 1971

classified ads

-

And the pickers of the food
that weighs so heavily on
your table, and their chilstraightened
have
dren,
their backs and are walking
proudly into their future.

Apparel tor Men

StudioCoiffures

APARTMENT WANTED for medical student Studio or 1 bedroom for month of December.

you ever seen a chicano?"

Jlefitii

continued from back page

Tell you what. Now that
you have a rough idea of what
a Chicano is, why don't you
come back down here next
week and find out where they
came from. You know, where
have they been hiding all this
time, and what have they
been doing, and where are
they going. 0.X.? see ya, Joe.
Hasta la victoria, siempre

Write R. Rosenberg, 555 Thayer
Aye. No. 608, Silver Spring,

Maryland 20910.

CLASSIFIED ADS WORK!

Classified ads in the Synapse

i

cost $1.75 for lines. 15c for
each additional line. To place
an ad. bring the words and the
money to the office at 1324-3rd
Aye. or leave both in an envelope at Millberry Union Central Desk. (Then watch what
happens.)

VOLKSWAGENS
All

Models
Available

BUY or LEASE
Irom

STAN

CARLSEN
-

1900 19th Aye (corner Ortega)
564-5900

(3)
Spanish
Americans;
Americans; (4) Spanish Surnamed; (5) Spanish Speaking. These five categories
were thought up at various
times by sociologists and
demographers so that they
could study some particular
group. However, the categories are labels for five different
groups. These groups might
or might not coincide.
Here's an example. A guy
born in Los Angeles, of Mexican parents, named Garcia, is
brought up not speaking
Spanish, because his parents
are ashamed of their own
language. He can be pigeonholed in categories (1) and (4)
possibly (2) and (3), and definitely not in (5). Another
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"hey joe,
continued from front page
example, a lady from Guatemala, from five miles south of
the Mexican border, marries
an Anglo. She can be classified in categories (2) and (5)
but not in (1), (3) and (4).
You see, Joe, these categories are incomplete. They
describe different groups
which might or might not
overlap. Any one of them is
hot empirically sufficient.
Confused? How are you
going to refer to all these
groups? Isn't there some
word of phrase that might
circumscribe the 5 universes
described by the above cate-

SYRACUSE (CPS — Former Syracuse
University star football player, Dave Meggysey
has taken the cover off college and professional
athletics.
Meggyesy, who played football at Syracuse for
four years and moved up into pro-ball with the
St. Louis Cardinals, could not handle his
personal radicalization while in the big leagues.
So he quit and wrote a book, "Out of Their
League," soon to be published by Ramparts
Press, which as well as indicting all pro and
college sports, charges Syracuse University with
paying off its athletes, doctoring their academic
grades to an "academically" satisfactory level,
and dispensing irresponsible medical treatment.
His revelations are by no means unique to
Syracuse; they reflect the dehumanization and
corruption rampant in and requisite for the
continuation of the business of sports.
Meggyesy came to Syracuse in 1959. He
describes his association with Ben
Schwartzwalder. head football coach there, and
SU from the time he was first flown into
Syracuse for preliminary negotiations for his
football scholarship.
He recalls that after a dinner with the coach,
Mark Weber, a teammate from high school,
introduced him to "this good looking college
chick." "We really hit it off, and before long we
had retired to the back seat of Mark's car in the
parking lot. It was about 20 degrees and snowing
like crazy. I nearly froze my tail off. And I
decided to go to Syracuse."
Later Schwartzwalder heard Meggyesy was
considering an offer from LSU and pressured
him, to the extent of not permitting a dinner to
be served until Meggyesy said he would to SU. In
his freshman year he was switched from
fullback to center on the first day of practice; he
later learned "that Syracuse always recruited a
surplus of fullbacks and made most of them into
linemen."
Slugging Matches
Scrimmages became nightmares. Often they
became slugging matches Meggyesy writes.
Coaches would say, "Let them fight' and prevent
other players from breaking it up."
Syracuse had a special "remedial program"
for freshmen with academic deficiencies and the
coaching staff encourages freshmen football
players to enroll. Meggyesy recalls that Varsityend coach Joe Szombathy, would take the cards
of freshmen ballplayers and fill out the courses
he wanted them to take.
When Meggyesy filled out his own card,
Szombathy retorted, "What the hell do you think
you're doing, Meggyesy?"
Tooth Knocked Out
In his first game Meggyesy had one of his front
teeth knocked out. "I came off the field with my
mouth full of blood," Meggyesy writes, "and
when I pulled out my mouthpiece most of my
tooth came with it, leaving the nerve hanging
there exposed. I showed it to Dick Beyer, the
assistant frosh coach, and he told me 'It's only
your tooth. Put your mouthpiece back on. You're
the only center we'ye got.' "
It was easy to see the administration's support
of the athletic department in those days. Lester
Dye, the admissions director, had served
previously as a SU football coach and monitored
the acceptance of good players. Eric Faigle,
dean of liberal arts, was a strong advocate of
football, and it was well known that one should
not cause a player to be ruled ineligible for not
attending classes.
Tutors For Players
One time the athletic department hired a tutor
for players, including Meggyesy, to help them
with a course they had not attended, or done any
work in. The tutor told the players to copy down
everything he said and the ensuing exam would
be no problem. It turned out that the tutor had
given them answers to the questions on the test.
Meggyesy's brother Dennis had flunked his
freshman year. and had to get six units of As that

rip his outlandish clothes off
gones?
bleeding brown body?
one.
his
In
be
just
might
There
fact, you might have used it Remember what you used to
once or twice yourself, Joe. call him as you repeatedly
Think back, now. Think back. kicked your neatly shined
Remember back in<l943, the G.I. shoe into the bloody mass
beginning of WorigfWar II? of broken bone, fragmented
Remember the *zddt-suit tooth and pulpy gums that
You used to be his mouth? Re"riots" in Los Anfeles?
f
lvhile
member? Yeah. Chicano.
there
were stationed
you were in the Navy. Yeah, That's it.
As you broke into his
now it comes back. You and a
heard
house, breaking furniture
bunch of your buddies
and
setting fires, mauling the
some
action
going
there was
breast that hung innocently
on. You all jumped into a taxicab and went down into East under the peasant blouse of
Los Angeles, into Mex-town. the girl that he loved, you
Remember what fun it was to called her the worst thing you
could think of. Yeah, Chipile out, grab one of the Mexes, have all five ofyou jump on cano.
You were not alone. Thouhim, kick him in the head,
of Army and Navy men
groin,
the
then
sands
stomp him in

summer in order to get back in school, save his
athletic scholarship, and be athletically eligible.
He got those A's by registering for summer
sessions and working at home at a construction
job all summer.
Meggyesy got his first pay-off during his
sophomore year. He had played well against
Holy Cross, and Rock Pirro, offensive line
coach, came up to him after the game and took
hold of his hand and said "Nice game," and left
him with $20. When Meggyesy looked startled,
Szombathy added, 'It's all right Dave, an alum
asked me to give it to you."
Meggyesy soon learned that regular starters
were getting from $20 to $50 a game for their
services. SU at that time was fighting for the
national championship and money was readily
available.
In the Army game Mark Weber, the player who
had helped to bring Meggyesy to SU, was unsure
as to whether he could play. He had suffered
several injuries and had asked Ben to cut him on
the under-the-table money. Ben had refused.
The Army game was Webers last. "In the
second half, Ben sent Mark in to receive a punt
upon to
— something he was almost never called
do. It didn't make sense to have a big, heavy guy
with a bad knee returning a punt, which
everyone knows is one of the most hazardous
plays in the game. Mark caught the ball and
started upfield. One of Army's big tackles got a
clean shot on his bad knee and just tore it up.
Mark was carried off the field on a stretcher. He
never played football again."
I Jnder Tin -Table Payoff
Meggyesy was asked perhaps 20 times by
Coach Szombathy if he wanted to be put on the
regular under-the-table payroll. Finally, in his
senior year, Meggyesy agreed, and from then on
picked up $30 a week in a brown manila envelope
from Schwartzwalder's secretary. This was in
addition to the $15 he got per month as permitted
by the NCAA.
Medical treatment was sickening. Meggyesy
recalls once, when he iniured his elbow durine

-

wearing the uniform of the
Armed Forces of the United
States of America, were running wild through the streets
of East Los Angeles for nearly a month, taking out their
frustrations at not being able
to beat a real enemy by attacking an innocent group.
And the hunting cry that
sounded when prey was
sighted was
yeah, Chicano
That's what you called
him, Joe, and it made you feel
good.
But now he and his children have picked the bleeding epithet up out of the dust
and have thrown it back into
your teeth.
Chicano.

.
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Meggyesy sees as a "reversal ot priorities ana

this explains the use of bennies to increase
stammina, and anabolic steriods to make you
bigger and stronger. These, Meggyesy reports,
are in such wide use in the NFL that he considers
trainers do more dealing "than the average
junkie."
Meggyesy speaks as well of the whole athletic
culture that existed at SU. Even as a freshman
during orientation, "from the start, we didn't
feel any fellowship with the other freshmen."
After his freshman season he began to make
friends with people in Liberal Arts.
Schwartzwalder told him, "Dave, you have a
great football career ahead of you. But if you
hang around with those beatniks, you're going to
destroy yourself. It doesn't look good for you to
be hanging out with beatniks."
Meggyesy had met his future wife, Stacy
Kennedy, during his freshman year here. She
began living with him in the middle of his
sophomore year. This was not viewed favorably
by his coaches or fellow athletes.
Genuine Relationship "Immoral"
At Syracuse, the attitude was that it was
masculine and right to get drunk, pick up some
girl, sleep with her and even rough her up a
little. Never should you begin to develop a
genuine relationship with a woman. This was
"immoral" and coaches and players thought
Stacy was "sinful." As a result one player told
Stacy he would kill her if she didn't stop seeing
Meggyesy. Another player asked him if he didn't
think it strange that a girl would let him live
with her.
Even in those days the football team
occasionally got the impression they were being
used. One example that stands out in Meggyesy's
memory is the time when "the team" accepted a
bid to play in the Liberty Bowl when, as
Meggyesy infers, the team had never been
asked. Playing in the bowl meant that the
players would have to practice for two more
weeks. The venture was profitable for the athdue
department
lo
letic

—

payoffs and
makeshift medicine

.

practice and was sent to Dr. Clyde Barney, the
team physician. Meggyesy watched as Dr.
Barney picked up a medical pan in which all the
fluid had evaporated and the instruments were
stuck to the bottom. "Dr. Barney managed to
pry out a probe with his fingers and then began
using it to dig out a needle holder. When he
finally pried it loose, it popped out and flew
halfway across the room. He picked it up off the
floor, took out a spool of surgical thread, and
threaded the needle, and then began to sew up
the two-inch gash which was open to the bone in
my elbow." This was done without anesthetic.
Meggyesy was sent back to practice after the
operation.
A week later the.arm had swollen so much that
Meggyesy left a chemistry lab feeling feverish.
Dr. Barney diagnosed it as an infection. At that
time he took a culture of the wound, but it wasn't
until late in the week that Dr. Barney realized
that Meggyesy was resistant to penicillin, the
drug given to Meggyesy to relieve the pain.
Meggyesy looks back on that experience and
others with Dr. Barney, believing it would have
taken more courage to tell the coach he was
injured and wouldn't play until he recovered
properly, than it did to stay silent in order to be
held upas an example of a "courageous player."
"Reversal of Priorities"
He says that whA an injured player is sent to
the team physician, the idea is more to get the
athlete back in actios, Uwft, anything elpe. This

the fact that it would be nationally televised. The
team threatened to boycott but complied when
they were told they would each get a wristwatch.
Meggyesy calls his last semester at SU his
best. He had signed a bonus contract with the St.
Louis Cardinals; his SU playing days were over.
He wrote a term paper on the role of collegiate
football in higher education. He was able to
prove, he remembers, the thesis that "big time
college football was completely antithetical to
the professed aims of higher education."
Eight years later he quit the St. Louis
Cardinals, rejecting the athletic culture as
dehumanizing.
Dehumanizing Experience
Looking back on football in general, Meggyesy
calls it "one of the most dehumanizing
experiences a man can face."
Meggyesy also points out the correlation
between the dehumanizing aspects of football
and life in general in the U.S. He writes, "Jim
Ringo, a former Syracuse player and all-pro
one
center for the Green Bay Packers
afternoon talked to me about his philosophy of
the game. 'Dave "he said, in football the
Commies are on one side of this ball and we're
on the other. That's what the game is all about."
He adds, "To me, it is no accident that Richard
Nixon is a football freak, and that the game is
rapidly becoming our version of bread and

...

circuses."
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